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All aboard the Ark
Project Ark is an exciting and generational project which will provide an
abundance of opportunity and resources for all. An idea which began, in the mind
of our beloved the late Father Mikhail, grew on paper with inspiration at the heart
of each pencil stroke. A building resembling the Biblical safe haven that granted
passage for Noah and his family, will be brought to life in the heart of the
community. The Ark is designed with multifunctional levels dedicated to services,
entertainment and to establish community both locally and across the Coptic
Orthodox Diocese. The ark was built as refuge for God’s elect, the protection from
the harsh rains and a place for creation to thrive. No different to the inspiring
project truly underway at St Mary and Archangel Michael’s Coptic Orthodox
Church in Golders Green, London.
Project ark began its journey of cially on 1st February 2016. Years before this, a
much loved and true cornerstone of the Coptic community from St Mary and
Archangel Michael’s church had the idea to build an establishment aimed to
inspire and shelter all those seeking refuge. The late Father Mikhail was an
inspiring and loved Parish leader, it was his vision that united various members of
the community to gather and bring the idea to life. The Ark is designed with
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multifunctional levels which will include Sunday school classrooms, state of the art

sports facilities, a nursery for children open to the local community, fully equipped
meeting rooms and much more. The building will enable continued communal
Worship for cross-diocese events as well as facilitate seasonal conferences. As well
as maintaining a space for Rites, the Ark extends a keen hand to invite non-Parish
members to use facilities and truly unite under one communal roof.
Following the request for planning permission, members across the local Parish
have worked tirelessly to fundraise under the loving and monumental support of
our beloved Parish Fathers, Father Looka and Father Mina with the guidance of H.E
Bishop Angaelos. Over the past few years, the events which have taken place have
been extremely memorable coveting all age groups coming together.
Undoubtedly the commitment, honest hard work and unparalleled generosity
across the diocese from members of all ages have superseded fundraising
expectation. Creative and entertaining initiatives to generate awareness, fundraise
and get involved has been instilled by every member committed to board the Ark.
Our honourable Archbishop Angaelos described the congregation as “One family
who cares and loves their home”. One by one members of the congregation from
all ages have taken on board the mission and tended to the decks. Working hand
in hand, actively participating and bringing forward their talents, resources and
knowledge. Entering in two by two they lay the foundation in preparation for the
Ark’s assembly. The endeavour to maintain the normal services during the Ark’s
construction has been aided with the facilities newly input for the congregation to
enjoy. The church courtyard has been converted into an elegant space, with a
marquee and kitchenette facilities, for all to share in communion with one another.
The unprecedented events for the year gone by expectedly limited our
congregation gathering together, however the community retains a motivated
spirit to drive the Project forward.
Allchurches Trust has been highly signi cant in extending a helping hand of
service which has brought us a con dent step closer to our target completion
date. The generosity from the organisation has been overwhelming and we are
thrilled to receive the grant for Project Ark which will undoubtedly house years of
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generations.

Allchurches Trust is one of the UK's largest grant-making charities and gave more
than £16 million to churches, charities and communities in 2018. Its funds come
from its ownership of Ecclesiastical Insurance Group.
Project Ark welcomes support and for anyone willing to get involved with
fundraising, visit our website : www.smaam.church/projectark for more
information. We are always pleased to hear from the community and those willing
to get involved, so email us at: info@smaam.church and register to receive Project
Ark updates. Follow our Social media pages on Facebook and Instagram
(@smaamchurch) for exclusive events posts and subscribe to our YouTube page
(youtube.com/smaamchurch) to know more about our church!
Just as the Ark saved the children of God, so we hope Project Ark will house years
of generations bringing us all together as a family in Christ.

